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Summary 
The present note aims at providing a systematic investigation of the solution of 

a certain pair of dual equations involving Fourier-Laguerre series. It exhibits 
equivalence of the solutions obtained earlier (see [5] and [6]) by using a multiplying 
factor technique as well m by considering separately the equations when (i) g(z)=O, 
(ii) f(z) ~0, and reducing the problem in each case to that of solving an Abel integral 
equation. 

It is also shown how the solution of these dual series equations are affected when 
the parameters involved are constrained differently. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In a series of recent papers the author discussed the problem of de- 

termining the sequence {An} satisfying the dual series equations 

where 

(1.3) 

qyx)=f(x), 05x<y, 

2 An 
qp+n+ 1) 

L~'(x)=g(x), y<x<oo, 
n=o 

denotes the Laguerre polynomial [7, p. 1011 of order N and degree n in x, 
the functions f(x) and g(x) are prescribed, and in general, ~11, /?, v, c> - 1. 
By using a generalization of the multiplying factor technique, which was 
developed by NOBLE [3] for solving dual equations involving Fourier- 
Jacobi series and applied subsequently by LOWNDES [2] and ASKEY [l] 
for solving essentially the same special case, viz. v = c= LY, of the dual 
equations (1.1) and (1.2), it was shown that the equations 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

j. r(n+Brl+ 1) 
Lp(x)=f(x), osx<y, 

2 n=o 
r(pf;+q -wx)=gW Y<X<c% 

1) See Abstract 7OT-B67 in Notices Amer. Math. Sot. 17 (1970), 445446. 
This work was supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada under 
Grant A7353. 
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which correspond to the special case Y =01 of (1.1) and (1.2), have for 
their exact solution [5, pp. 5264271 

n! 

(l-6) 

1 

Bm= r(/l-a+m) o i f+ -Q@(t) ($$ / x%-x) S-or’“-l/(x) dx) a5 + 

+ r(~~p) r $ Q’(q) ( r e-$(x - q)“-B-l g(x) dx) dy, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 
v ‘I 

provided #? + m >n > - 1 and CJ > p > - 1, m being a positive integer. 
Subsequently, with a view to simplifying the calculations involved, we 

applied the method developed by SNEDDON and SRIVASTAV [4] which 
would require considering separately the equations (1.1) and (1.2) when 
(i) g(x) = 0, (ii) f(x) = 0, and adding the solutions of the individual 
problems (i) and (ii). The method did apply to equations (1.4) and (1.5), 
and the problem in each case was reduced to that of solving an Abel 
integral equation [S, p. 2291. Indeed the classes of functions f(x) and g(x) 
for which the problem under consideration could be solved in this manner 
must satisfy the following additional conditions : 

(4 wd =x3 ) 2 is continuously differentiable on 05x5 6 cy, 

(b) G(Z) = r e-tg(t) dt is continuously differentiable for y< 12.~ < co. 

The solutioi thus obtained is [6, pp. 590-5931 

provided ,9+ 1 >a > - 1, u> p> - 1, and F(x) and G(z) satisfy the afore- 
mentioned conditions (a) and (b) respectively. 

The object of the present note is manifold. First of all we discuss 
equivalence of the solutions (1.6) and (1.7). Then we proceed to show 
how the solution of the pair of dual equations (1.1) and (1.2) when B = (Y 
(instead of v = a) can be obtained fairly easily from that of the equations 
(1.4) and (1.5). And finally we sum up our observations concerning the 
solvability of equations (1.1) and (1.2) under various restrictions on 
parameters oc, 8, v and (T. 

2. EQUIVALENCE OF (1.6) AND (1.7) 

If we write P(z) = Z?‘/(Z), th en it is readily seen that the first part of 
the solution (1.7) is the same as the corresponding part of the solution 
(1.6) with m=l. 

Next we recall the second part of the solution (1.7), viz. 

P-1) BP’=- n! .LwC7) ($ .y (x~~;!o+lax) a% e-B) ” 
n=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
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and since 

G(x) = ye-t g(t) dt, 
z 

we have 

&q G(x) -- dx = -$ r (x - q)“-fl-l 
drj tl (~-q)fl-~+l 

r e-t g(t) dt dx. 
rl 5 1 

On inverting the order of integration, we obtain 

I= -$ ye-tg(t) [ { (x-q)b--B--l dx] dt 
rl ‘1 

1 d” =-- J e-t(t-?)a-Bg(t) dt 
0-B d’l 7l 

= - r e-t(t-qy-o-‘g(t)dt, 
? 

it being provided that a>p, and on substituting in equation (2.1) we 
find that 

(2.2) BF)= r(a-B) y A- r$ L?)(q) ( r e-t(t-qy-fldl g(t) dt) dy, n=O,l,2 ,.,., 
rl 

which is the same as the second part of the solution (1.6). 
Thus the solution (1.7) is in complete agreement with that given by 

(1.6) when m=l. 

3. THE SPECIAL CASE /I =01 

Consider the pair of dual series equations 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

jto T(iZkij -q'(x)=f(x), Odx<y, 
n$o &q qy)(x)=g(x), y<x<~, 

which correspond to the special case /?=Lx of the original pair of equations 
(1.1) and (1.2). 

On setting 

(3.3) c = r(a+n+l) Dn, 
n F(v+n+l) 

p/=0 1 2 , , , -**, 

these equations will reduce to their equivalent form 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

2 Dn 
T(v+n+ 1) 

Q(x)=/(x), osx<y, 
n=o 

2 r=o 

It is interesting to note that the solution of the dual equations (3.4) 
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and (3.5) is contained in that of (1.4) and (1.5). Indeed if in (1.4) and (1.5) 
we set /~=Lx and then replace oc by v and B, by Dn, n=O, 1, 2, . . . . we 
shall at once be led to equations (3.4) and (3.5) respectively. Therefore, 
on using (1.6) in conjunction with (3.3), we obtain the solution of the pair 
of dual series equations (3.1) and (3.2) in the form 

n! q%fn+l) v 
G= (m-l)! qvfn+l) l e-5L%)* 

(3.6) 
n!T(ol+n+l) 

+ qa-v)F(v+n+ 1) 
n=O, 1, 2, . . . . 

provided that 0 > v > - 1, m being a positive integer. 

4. REMARKS 

We now return to the question of solvability of the pair of dual series 
equations (1.1) and (1.2). It does not seem possible to solve them, by 
using one or the other known technique, in the most general form, i.e. 
when the parameters a,/?, v and u are all free. The least restricted situation 
would occur when three of these parameters remain free. Of six such 
possibilities, the case 01 =p is trivial in the sense that it is contained in 
the more general case v=o1, as we have observed in the preceding section. 
In the remaining four obviously distinct circumstances, it would seem 
necessary to have an additional parametric restriction in order to deduce 
the solution of the resulting problem from that of equations (1.4) and (1.5). 

It would seem worthwhile to mention here that in an earlier discussion 
with the author at the University of Strathclyde, as well as in a subsequent 
private communication to the author, Dr. John S. Lowndes has pointed 
out an interesting connection between dual Laguerre series equations and 
certain dual integral equations involving Bessel functions. Unfortunately, 
however, the alternative technique of solving dual series equations in- 
volving Laguerre polynomials, provided by this connection, does not 
seem to apply to the dual equations (1.1) and (1.2) except possibly in 
their special case v =OL and u = /?, which evidently is already covered by 
equations (1.4) and (1.5). 

It may be of interest to conclude with the remark that the method 
of solving dual equations (1.4) and (1.5) by reduction to Abel integral 
equations has a distinct advantage over that by the multiplying factor 
technique. Indeed it enables us to obtain, without any additional effort, 
the values of the series in (1.4) and (1.5) where they are not already 
specified. For instance, formulas (4.1) and (4.9) of [6, pp. 592-5931 will 
readily yield the value of the series in (1.4) above when y<x< m, while 
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the value of the series in (1.5) when 0 $ z < y is given by formulas (3.1) 
and (3.10) in [6, pp. 590-5911. 
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